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A World in Turmoil 
 
An unprecedented mass migration of human souls from conflict-hit places in the world to more 
prosperous and peaceful areas is one of the many threats to the flourishing of human beings that we are 
seeing in our time. (Pope Francis 2015)  It is all too clear that whole nations are becoming traumatised by 
violence, threat of violence, witnessing horror, loss of home, family and community and alienated 
displacement to a strange land. In this paper, I will explore the traumatic effect this has on individuals and 
whole nations and how those from host countries who work with them as well as any other concerned 
people such as all of us here at this conference, can better understand and make some response to this 
situation. Before looking more carefully at the effects of the momentous events that are challenging our 
planet, I will briefly look at the context in which it is happening. 
 
It is impossible to ascribe one cause to this crisis but the huge explosion of the world population over the 
last 60 years which has seen a rise from about 2.4 billion to about 7.3 billion is an important one. It has 
taken 200,000 years for the population of human being to get to 2 billion and only 60 for it to rise to over 
7 billion (Roser 2015). During this time, a huge increase in the standard of living in western countries has 
been driven by an unprecedented exploitation of the earth’s finite natural resources which has mainly 
benefitted richer nations. The way in which western, capitalist nations have grown in world dominance 
and therefore become comparatively rich is one of the many complex and inter-related factors which 
have led to the present situation. The fact that these populations are mostly ‘white’ and Christian is also 
significant as I have explored in my book Being White in the Helping Professions (Ryde 2008).  
 
The unprecedented rise in population and standard of living has driven a huge increase in the amount of 
energy needed to sustain the population. An expectation of cheap, readily available power and goods 
including food is prevalent in the west and much of this is provided by those in non-western areas of the 
world. As a result, a huge amount of carbon has been released into the atmosphere that is arguably the 
greatest factor in driving the change in climate we are experiencing. Many non-western countries take 
the brunt of the resulting rise in sea levels and unpredictable weather. Some refugees are escaping floods, 
draughts and hurricanes and we are likely to see an increase in these events (Xing-Yin Ni 2015). 
 
We live in a world of dwindling resources where our own unprecedentedly high standard of living is in any 
case threatened in various ways. To name some, there is the certainty of ‘peak oil’ and other threats to 
the limitless energy we have come to expect, loss of habitat for wild life including insects we rely on to 
propagate our food producing plants, a growing gap between rich and poor so that we have our own 
growing and increasingly angry so-called ‘underclass’ and the threat of rising waters and increasingly 
erratic weather threatening our homes and our safety. 
 
We now see bloody and violent conflicts, particularly in North Africa and the middle east, where all that 
has come home to roost. Those of us who are ‘westerners’ cannot be absolved from some of the blame 
for this violence. Our interventions in troubled areas in recent times and in the more distant past have 
been ineffective, inappropriate and often self-serving. A good deal of the motivation for these 
interventions include anxieties about sufficient energy and other supplies to serve our life styles. 
Historically colonisation has also left a bloody legacy of self-interested manipulation of power, the results 
of which are still being felt today including the benefits that accrue to the colonisers. 
 
On top of that there are multiple complex factors that have led to those who live in so called western 
nations feeling threatened by the huge numbers of refugees fleeing their home countries where their lives 
are threatened. These refugees, who suffer from war, conflict, political instability and poverty, are, in the 
main, non-white and often Muslim. It is becoming clear that extremism is on the increase on both sides 
with racism and nationalism on the Western side and violent anti-Western feeling on the other. 
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At the same time, Western capitalism seeks markets wherever they can be found and afforded. One of 
the many extraordinary inventions produced by human ingenuity and sold by global companies, the 
internet and the mobile phone, are available all over the world and these have ensured that those who 
do not live in the west are constantly aware of the living condition of those who do (Hawkins and Shohet 
2012, Hawkins and Smith 2013) and are increasingly not satisfied to subsist by farming or by working in 
appalling factory conditions to sustain the lifestyles of those who live far away. While it has always been 
true that strangers tend to be mistrusted, the huge numbers of displaced people coming to already 
overcrowded countries adds to this dynamic. Western hegemony with its capitalist, individualist and 
materialist values is dominating globally and, where communism provided the main counterbalance to 
this in the cold war, now Islamic values seem to provide the main critique of western capitalism and 
materialistic values and this is one factor that has split the Muslim world violently. Just as factional splits 
in Christianity have led to violence, we are seeing this now between Muslims and between militant 
Muslims and Western countries. While in the west armed conflict has declined over recent decades, 
conflicts in the Middle East and Africa are destroying the lives of whole populations and causing entire 
generations to suffer from the effects of trauma. 
 
Much is made in the press about the difference between economic migrants and asylum seekers. Implicit 
in this is that we can with a clear conscience reject ‘economic migrants’ as they are they are thought to 
be merely here to exploit our public services and take our jobs where asylum seekers have been 
persecuted and their lives have been threatened. As with most simple explanations this is not as straight 
forward as it seems. For instance, persecuted people are often not allowed to work in their own countries 
and their families are not able to flourish, often becoming social pariahs. This can be part of the motivating 
factor for leaving their homes along with fear of imprisonment, torture and threat of death or fear of 
one’s loved ones being killed. Climate change, in large part created by western over-consumption both in 
the west and by the manufacturing of goods beyond Europe and other so called western countries, has 
driven people from their homes through starvation (Xing-Yin Ni 2015). The Pope in his ground breaking 
encyclical Loudato Si: On Care of our Common Home says: 
 

“There has been a tragic rise in the number of migrants seeking to flee from the growing poverty 
caused by environmental degradation. They are not recognized by international conventions as 
refugees; they bear the loss of the lives they have left behind, without enjoying any legal protection 
whatsoever. Sadly, there is widespread indifference to such suffering, which is even now taking place 
throughout our world. Our lack of response to these tragedies involving our brothers and sisters, 
points to the loss of that sense of responsibility for our fellow men and women upon which all civil 
society is founded. “ 

This clearly shows that ‘economic migrants’ are not a separate phenomenon. We are one world and all 
are responsible for the suffering found in it (Pope Francis 2015). 
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It is in this context that I approach the subject of working with those who have suffered trauma before, 
during and after escaping from war-torn countries. History points to many similarities with the present 
situation. Refugees have always been felt to be a threat, not the least being Jews trying to enter Britain in 
1939 when legal immigration was all but ended. This response to refugees also goes back many centuries 
as we heard from the speech, read to us by Ann today, and put into Sir Thomas More’s mouth by 
Shakespeare. We saw then, as now, refugees drowning in rickety boats when desperately trying to reach 
safety. Fear of the stranger, which is not so strong in peaceful times, becomes endemic and strident as 
can be seen in the present day (Kushner 1999).   
 
How do we respond to huge movements of populations knocking at our door? Given the conditions 
outlined above, it is not surprising that host populations feel threatened and afraid so that impulses to 
reach out to strangers and extend a hand to those who suffer is becoming less and less in evidence.  I find 
Bert Hellinger’s notion of ‘conscience’ here a useful one (Hellinger and Hovel 1999). He points out that 
our conscience is stirred when we upset what he calls the ‘order of love’ within our own family or tribe 
but not when we have caused hurt to those outside these communities. Now that we live in a global 
community where the actions we take anywhere in the world will effect, not just any human being 
anywhere, but the whole biosphere, we will have to understand that our family and community cannot 
be limited and that our conscience must include all the humans and, indeed, the ‘more-than-human 
world’  if we are to live and flourish on this earth (Abram 1996). 
 
Put like that, maybe our responsibility to refugees who seek asylum on our shores looks more pressing. 
As individuals we may, like most people, have our own responses to the global crisis which often includes 
turning away from the potential horror of the world falling apart and, at best, making minimal attempts 
to reduce our carbon footprint such as putting up solar panels or increasing the amount we recycle. 
Watching the news when we see desperate people risking their lives to find a new life in Europe can be 
unsettling and disturbing. It can feel as if we are being invaded and threatened. It is hard to see this as a 
manifestation of the more general global crisis.  
 
Those of us who work with refugees have a responsibility to understand the trauma that is bound to be 
present in people who flee for their lives and the effect that this has, not just on individuals, but on whole 
populations. In recent years the role of trauma in causing psychological damage has become clearer and 
clearer so that I cannot think of any branch of psychotherapy theorising which has not acknowledged its 
importance. This has given rise to a multitude of psychotherapeutic methods, many of which claim to be 
the most effective. Some are new, some apparently new but in a different guise and some with a long 
history. Some claim to ‘work’ (or maybe alleviate immediate distress, particularly in non-complex cases) 
very quickly with few sessions. Some work over longer periods, maybe tackling complex and multi layered 
situations.  Our last Trauma Dialogues conference explored different ways of working with trauma. 
 
In recent years, neuroscience has increasingly backed up the importance of trauma as a cause of 
psychological distress and disturbance and this is acknowledged by most if not all approaches. The old 
chestnut of whether psychological distress is caused by external events or involves inbuilt psychological 
tendencies seems now to be a false debate. Trauma has a particular effect on neural pathways in the brain 
and leads to the symptoms of PTSD. Inbuilt characteristics which can lead to individuals showing 
symptoms such as anxiety and anger can be inherited from parents and grandparents partly through 
anxious and controlling parenting patterns which can emerge in traumatised people and partly through 
genetic changes. It has been shown (Yahouda 2015) that even over short periods of time – just a 
generation -  the effects of trauma can enter the genetic makeup of individuals and so affect neurological 
and therefore psychological responses when crises and difficulties arise. These trauma-driven responses 
do not just have their origin in the stories told by grandparents to their grandchildren or caused by 
parental incapacities although this can also be true but some research is showing that this can have its 
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origin in actual genetic changes. Knowing this gives a fresh urgency and impetus to healing whole 
generations of people traumatised by wars and conflicts throughout the world. 
For those of us who live in peaceful times it does not take much imagination to understand how war can 
traumatise. It does, however, take some discipline to turn our attention to it as the horrors of war can be 
disturbing and the people who suffer it may live a long way away and in different cultures. Though we 
may think that cultural difference makes people seem strange and hard to understand, we are all 
traumatised by, for example, the loss of our children and families. As human beings we all feel pain, both 
physical and mental and we all have needs for food, shelter and safety. All of these basic matters are 
overturned in war. Our sense of safety no longer exists; we cannot live in our house, go to the market or 
send our children to school without fear. Horror is a daily occurrence – loved ones killed, sometimes 
before our very eyes, family members are arrested and tortured or killed and people disappear. The sense 
of being contained by predictable events and stables places has been disturbed or obliterated. The need 
to know our children are safe may impel us to send them away even though our instinct is to keep them 
close. It is not hard to understand that these things have a profoundly traumatising effect. 
 
It is also not hard to understand that the journey to an apparently safe country is also traumatising and 
re-traumatising. We only have to read or watch the news to see the suffering of those who try to reach 
Europe whether by boat, truck or plane. Less evident may be the traumatising effect of interviews at the 
boarders and the processing of asylum claims where refugees are often told that they have lied when 
what is meant is that they have not produced papers to prove their story even when those papers were 
not available for legitimate reasons. Government ‘targets’ and the pressures of a hostile electorate 
encourage moves to reduce numbers of refugees allowed to enter the UK and other western countries 
and this inevitably has the effect of officials wanting to find ‘hard’ reasons to reject them. 
 
So how can those of us who work professionally with traumatised people on a daily basis respond to this 
situation where whole populations are traumatised? This may seem like such a huge task that it cannot 
be approached. Some initiatives have been and are being attempted such as the work of peace workers 
with psychological understanding and spiritual values who carry out ‘Witness for Peace’, an American 
organisation which works in South America, and ‘Bearing Witness’, 
http://wakinguptogether.org/bearingwitness.shtml which was a development of this work and was more 
active in the Middle East and Asia. It seeks to deeply hear and understand what has befallen people on 
both sides of a conflict who have lived and are living through times of extreme violence, without 
judgement but with open hearted empathy. As pointed out by Robert Stolorow (Stolorow 2007), trauma 
is made infinitely worse by the pain of it not being ‘received’ by another empathetic human being. 
Elizabeth Rabia Roberts re-iterates this point when she says ‘All I ever have to offer people through these 
threshold times is total empathy — no great wisdom, other than I am here with you. Take heart.’ (Roberts 
2014) and also: ‘When we really listen, when we really pay attention to the sounds of joy and suffering in 
the universe, then we are not separate from them, we become them. Because in reality we are not 
separate from those who suffer. We are them. They are us. It is our suffering and our joy we bear witness 
to. When we don't listen, we are shutting ourselves off -- not from others but from ourselves. We can't 
do any of this from a place of knowing. When we think we know something we don't listen. We have to 
empty ourselves over and over, return to unknowing and just listen. And listen. And listen.’ (email 
exchange with Elizabeth Rabia Roberts 2015) Other organisations work to provide for the basic needs of 
those who suffer, often under very difficult conditions such as the agencies who are trying to get through 
to the besieged city of Aleppo today. 
 
This work was carried out in the countries where the conflict had or was happening. However, many 
people from war and conflict-torn areas arrive on our shores and live amongst us in our towns and cities. 
A good number of these find their way to professional mental health workers and others who work to 
alleviate their suffering. Often those who work in public health services try to respond to the needs of 
these highly traumatised people but inevitably resources are scarce and interventions tend to be brief 

http://wakinguptogether.org/bearingwitness.shtml
https://www.google.co.uk/search?biw=1054&bih=581&q=When+we+really+listen,+when+we+really+opay+attention+to+the+sounds+of+joy+and+suffering+in+the+universe+then+we+are+not+separate+from+them,+we+become+them.+Because+in+reality+we+are+not+separate+from+those+who+suffer.+we+are+them.+they+are+us.+it+is+our+suffering+and+our+joy+we+bear+witness+to.+When+we+don%27t+listen,+we+are+shutting+ourselves+off+--+not+from+others+but+from+ourselves.+we+can%27t+do+any+of+this+from+a+place+of+knowing.+when+we+think+we+know+something+we+don%27t+listen.+we+have+to+empty+ourselves+over+and+over,+return+to+unknowing+and+just+listen.+And+listen+.+And+listen.%22&spell=1&sa=X&ved=0CBoQBSgAahUKEwiL_JHq9efHAhXDodsKHUUoDdA
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https://www.google.co.uk/search?biw=1054&bih=581&q=When+we+really+listen,+when+we+really+opay+attention+to+the+sounds+of+joy+and+suffering+in+the+universe+then+we+are+not+separate+from+them,+we+become+them.+Because+in+reality+we+are+not+separate+from+those+who+suffer.+we+are+them.+they+are+us.+it+is+our+suffering+and+our+joy+we+bear+witness+to.+When+we+don%27t+listen,+we+are+shutting+ourselves+off+--+not+from+others+but+from+ourselves.+we+can%27t+do+any+of+this+from+a+place+of+knowing.+when+we+think+we+know+something+we+don%27t+listen.+we+have+to+empty+ourselves+over+and+over,+return+to+unknowing+and+just+listen.+And+listen+.+And+listen.%22&spell=1&sa=X&ved=0CBoQBSgAahUKEwiL_JHq9efHAhXDodsKHUUoDdA
https://www.google.co.uk/search?biw=1054&bih=581&q=When+we+really+listen,+when+we+really+opay+attention+to+the+sounds+of+joy+and+suffering+in+the+universe+then+we+are+not+separate+from+them,+we+become+them.+Because+in+reality+we+are+not+separate+from+those+who+suffer.+we+are+them.+they+are+us.+it+is+our+suffering+and+our+joy+we+bear+witness+to.+When+we+don%27t+listen,+we+are+shutting+ourselves+off+--+not+from+others+but+from+ourselves.+we+can%27t+do+any+of+this+from+a+place+of+knowing.+when+we+think+we+know+something+we+don%27t+listen.+we+have+to+empty+ourselves+over+and+over,+return+to+unknowing+and+just+listen.+And+listen+.+And+listen.%22&spell=1&sa=X&ved=0CBoQBSgAahUKEwiL_JHq9efHAhXDodsKHUUoDdA
https://www.google.co.uk/search?biw=1054&bih=581&q=When+we+really+listen,+when+we+really+opay+attention+to+the+sounds+of+joy+and+suffering+in+the+universe+then+we+are+not+separate+from+them,+we+become+them.+Because+in+reality+we+are+not+separate+from+those+who+suffer.+we+are+them.+they+are+us.+it+is+our+suffering+and+our+joy+we+bear+witness+to.+When+we+don%27t+listen,+we+are+shutting+ourselves+off+--+not+from+others+but+from+ourselves.+we+can%27t+do+any+of+this+from+a+place+of+knowing.+when+we+think+we+know+something+we+don%27t+listen.+we+have+to+empty+ourselves+over+and+over,+return+to+unknowing+and+just+listen.+And+listen+.+And+listen.%22&spell=1&sa=X&ved=0CBoQBSgAahUKEwiL_JHq9efHAhXDodsKHUUoDdA
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though nevertheless important. There are a few organisations such as Freedom from Torture 
http://www.freedomfromtorture.org/ (with its particular emphasis on torture) and The Refugee Therapy 
Centre in London http://www.refugeetherapy.org.uk/ and regional organisations such as Refugee 
Resources http://refugeeresource.org.uk/ in Oxford, GARAS in Gloucester and several organisations in 
Bristol, some of which we will hear from today including our own, Trauma Foundation South West 
http://www.tfsw.co.uk/ . These organisations are able to stay with clients over the longer term, 
addressing layers of trauma and loss that need to be processed from the past and are emerging in the 
present. 
 
Before looking at how this work is carried out, what are the specific traumas that affect refugees? Having 
worked with refugees over the last fifteen years, it seems to me that the traumatising events are very 
consistent over time and between nationalities and cultures. These are the traumas that are often found: 
 

• The trauma of the threat of death. I have not yet come across a refugee who did not fear that 
they would be killed if they remained in their own country. Often this fear seems well 
founded and is very imminent and is the deciding factor in leaving their original country. 

• The trauma of torture.  Most of our clients have been detained and tortured or ill-treated in 
prison. Often this has been not only excruciatingly painful and terrifying, but brings feeling 
of shame, particularly as it often includes violently intrusive sexual elements. 

• The trauma of fear. A sense of running from danger and being caught by hostile people, 
whether it be police, militia or government authorities is very common and is emotionally re-
experienced in dealing with often hostile authorities in the UK. 

• The trauma of rejection and survivor guilt. Refugees are often sent by their family who can 
only afford to send one or two-family members and often choose a young man so that at 
least one family member survives. This can lead to simultaneously feeling rejected as well as 
‘survivor guilt’ when other family members suffer or are killed. This can be complicated by a 
feeling that they have been sent to insuperable difficulties as they have to find their way on 
their own in an alien culture. Those who feel this are often very young people who were used 
to being protected within their loving family. It can be hard for them to fully understand that 
the same love and protective feeling led their family to send them to such a difficult life. 

• The trauma of loss. Most refugees have lost significant family members through death or 
through forced separation. This can be compounded if a close loved one dies after they have 
left home and they were not able to visit or to go to the funeral. Loss also includes loss of 
culture, landscape, climate, food and language – all that goes into a sense of the loss of being 
‘at home’ and of deep belonging. 

 
These traumas, which result in people fleeing all that is familiar to seek a new life elsewhere, are often 
compounded by what the reality of life in the UK is for refugees. Refugees are among the very poorest in 
our country. Although they are given somewhere to live, the properties they live in are mostly 
substandard and cramped. They often have to live in close quarters with strangers who have different 
cultural habits. As many of you here will know, asylum seekers have to subsist on £36.95 with a little extra 
for those with children per week and those who have not been granted leave to remain have a payment 
card for £35.39 per week. There is no money to give children presents at important holiday times and no 
money for fares to get around the city or, indeed, out of it to the countryside. Many refugees lived all 
their previous lives away from cities. One of my clients had the impression that there were ‘no stars’ in 
Bristol and was amazed to see them when on a church outing to Wales. Refugees are not allowed to work 
to improve their circumstances; this is often experienced as a cruel deprivation, particularly for men as 
their emotional as well as practical needs are wrapped up in their ability to care for their families. While 
the ban on asylum seekers working is put into place by politicians as it answers criticisms of the native 

http://www.freedomfromtorture.org/
http://www.refugeetherapy.org.uk/
http://refugeeresource.org.uk/
http://www.tfsw.co.uk/
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population that asylum seekers take their jobs, it leads to other criticisms - that they are only here to take 
up public services. When asylum seekers receive Leave to Remain they are allowed to work but often do 
not find it and, in particular, find UK bureaucracy hard to cope with. If they are professional or skilled 
workers their qualifications are not recognised and anyway the emotional scars of the trauma that they 
have experienced, makes it hard to engage in the world of work. This is a continuing source of pain and 
anger as has been shown by recent research that I helped to carry out with Agata Vitale at Bath Spa 
University. 
 
The most painful and re-traumatising events in the host country are those experienced when trying to 
obtain Leave to Remain. This involves having to prove to an often-sceptical judge (the burden of proof is 
with the refugee) that they are genuinely in need of asylum and involves the frequent re-telling of the 
events which led up to their leaving their country of origin. Inconsistencies are often taken as evidence of 
untruthfulness although it has been well shown that one of the effects of trauma is a confusion in the 
memory (Cockrane 2014).   
 
This is of necessity a very short and incomplete exposition of the kinds of traumatic experiences and 
privations endured by refugees but I hope gives a flavour of what is suffered. These traumatic events can 
affect individuals differently but, as the American system for categorising psychiatric symptoms, called 
the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM5) attests, the experience of trauma often 
results in the specific symptoms of what is known as Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and these are 
backed up by the present knowledge we have gained from neuroscience. These include headaches and 
other pains in the body, psychological manifestations such as repeated severe nightmares and waking 
‘flashbacks’ and hypervigilance along with psychiatric symptoms such as depression, anxiety and panic 
attacks and even psychotic or psychotic-like symptoms such as hallucinations and delusions. Most of the 
many clients I have seen over the last 15 years and those of my supervisees have experienced most if not 
all of these symptoms. 
 
Given the extremity of the trauma and the gruelling nature of its seemingly endless character, how can 
people who work with refugees make any meaningful contribution to their wellbeing? 
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As I have already pointed out, there are many approaches to working with trauma. These can be roughly 
divided into short term, focussed interventions, many of which are informed by the way that the brain is 
affected by trauma and seeking to find body-orientated ways of reversing these effects. Often this way of 
working is very effective, particularly in targeting specific traumas. Others, including our own at TFSW, 
seek to work more relationally, knowing, as we do, that the experience of trauma needs what Robert 
Stolorow calls an ‘emotional home’ (Orange 1997, Stolorow 2011) to process and understand the effect 
it has had on the body and bring some peace of mind. Often traumas have been cumulative and multiple 
and there are layers to the way that each individual is affected. Family Constellations work is particularly 
useful in working with and healing generational trauma1. This work and the understanding and knowledge 
that therapists working in this way are developing will become more and more important in healing 
populations affected by mass traumatic events. 
 
Much has been written, for instance by Rothschild, about the way that well-meaning humanitarian 
workers can re-traumatise clients by asking them to recount their experiences (Rothschild 2010). As I 
mentioned before, refugees are often asked to go over and over what has happened to them in order to 
persuade the authorities to allow them to stay in the UK. Although it is not now thought good practice for 
therapists and other humanitarian workers to insist on the recounting of experiences, sometimes we have 
to write reports for doctors, solicitors and/or the courts which necessitate this. Finding ways of 
discovering what was experienced without being part of the problem requires much sensitivity. We have 
found in Trauma Foundation South West that establishing a good, trusting and deepening relationship is 
both therapeutic in itself and provides a context in which traumatic events can be approached and 
digested sufficiently well that they do not cause the troublesome symptoms which are thrown up in the 
psyche to keep feelings at bay. Surviving these feelings and having them received by someone who can 
‘stay with’ you emotionally is an important healing factor. 
 
Over the years we have found that a psychotherapeutic approach to working with refugees can indeed 
be helpful though the therapist needs extra skills, particularly in understanding and working with cultural 
difference as well as an ability to work with people with poor English or, indeed, with interpreters who 
become partners in the therapeutic dialogue. Particularly for psychotherapists who work relationally, it is 
not possible to use an interpreter as a sort of translation machine. They are an important part of the 
therapeutic dialogue and the skill to be able to work within a therapeutic triad is essential if a good, 
trusting and deepening healing space can be created. Interpreters can provide a link to the client’s culture 
and language and clients are often, particularly at the beginning of the therapy, more bonded to the 
interpreter than the therapist. So, therapists who work with refugee populations need to:  

• be sensitive to, and able to work with, cultural differences 

• have an understanding of the effect of trauma 

• be aware of conflicts in the countries of their clients 

• be able to be inquiring rather than dogmatic so that the client feels genuinely heard and 
understood 

• be able to provide a therapeutic space for people with poor English or with an interpreter. 
These factors also give an indication of the way that humanitarian workers who are not therapists can 
work effectively. 

 
So, in conclusion, the underlying factors which have led to the situation we see of a great number of 
refugees coming to Europe are numerous and complex. We cannot hope to make a large impact as 
individuals though we can make our voice heard within the national and international debate of how to 
approach this crisis and we can hold out a hand to individuals who suffer. 
 
Our work at Trauma Foundation South West has led us to understand that: 

                                                                 
1 Trauma passed down through generations where subsequent generations have not experienced the trauma first hand. 
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• Trauma affects whole nations, not just individuals and can lead to endemic fear and violence. 

• Trauma has an effect on future generations, not just through environmental factors such as 
poor parenting, but through changes, including genetic changes, caused by the trauma. 

• The exploitation of others for our own betterment inevitably leads to conflict with resentment 
and anger on one side and the desire to hold on to advantages on the other. 

• Acknowledgement of our own part to play in this and in making meaningful reparation can 
help with the healing process. 

 
We are in a rapidly changing situation so we need to develop ways of being thoughtful, open, 
compassionate and fearless (or able to continue in spite of our fear). This is not easy and the work can 
lead to burn out and disillusionment if we are not ourselves supported. It is incumbent on each individual 
and organisation who works in this way to ensure that we have support systems such as good supervision 
in place so that we can carry on without ourselves becoming overwhelmed with symptoms of trauma. 
Donna will be exploring this later in the conference. These problems are likely to become endemic if we 
do not see a change in human consciousness to one which understands and can act differently in the face 
of the growing global crisis. We are therefore in this for the long haul so we need to develop ways of being 
compassionate and careful with ourselves as well with our traumatised clients. 
 
Judy Ryde 
October 2016 
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